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Arenado, LeMahieu repeat as GG winners 
Third baseman earns sixth in a row; second baseman makes it three in his career 
Thomas Harding | MLB.com | Nov. 4th, 2018 
 
DENVER -- Make that a golden half-dozen for Rockies third baseman Nolan Arenado, and three for second baseman DJ 

LeMahieu. 

 

The winners of the Rawlings Gold Glove Awards were announced Sunday night on ESPN, and Arenado ran his record-

setting streak to six in as many seasons in the Majors. It's the longest run for a player at his position to start his career 

since the award was instituted in 1957. Arenado also surpassed Larry Walker for most Gold Glove Awards in club history. 

 

LeMahieu, the only Rockies second baseman to win the award, took it in 2014 before winning it the last two seasons. The 

Rockies, who won the National League Wild Card and were swept in three games by the Brewers in the NL Division 

Series, had multiple Gold Glove winners for the second straight year and the seventh time in their 26-season history. 

 

The Gold Glove Awards are determined by a system based 75 percent on votes by managers and coaches and 25 

percent on defensive metrics developed by the Society for American Baseball Research. 

 

"I love fielding and I love working on it," Arenado said. "I thank God for this award. There are a lot of really good third 

basemen so it feels good, never gets old. I thank Stu Cole [Rockies third-base coach and infield instructor] and the 

coaches for always getting me ready, and my people in offseason working with me -- the University of California, Irvine 

baseball coaches." 
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Arenado prided himself on staying on the field and finished with 156 games played, including 152 defensively. This was 

despite a right shoulder injury that hampered him through the final two regular-season months and the postseason. 

 

"The Rockies trainers deserve a lot of credit this year for helping me and my shoulder to get on the field and compete this 

year," Arenado said. "They always help every year, but this year was tough physically and they really made my life easier. 

Much love to them." 

 

The Athletics' Matt Chapman -- like Arenado, a product of El Toro High School in Lake Forest, Calif. -- took home the 

American League Gold Glove Award at third base. 

 

LeMahieu, 30, had a sterling defensive season despite having to go to the disabled list three times with injuries. Yet 

LeMahieu led all Major League second basemen in defensive runs saved with 18 -- eight more than the next two, 

American League winner Ian Kinsler of the World Series champion Red Sox and the Angels, and the Rangers' Rougned 

Odor. 

 

Additionally, LeMahieu led all NL players in SABR's Defensive Index -- part of the award criteria -- with 19.5. 

"I'm just honored to win the award again, and happy for Nolan as well," LeMahieu said. "It was fun to be part of the best 

infield in the league this year." 

 

LeMahieu became a free agent at season's end, but Rockies general manager Jeff Bridich said the team will talk to him 

about the possibility of re-signing. 

 

Former Rockies outfielder Corey Dickerson won the Gold Glove in left field for the Pirates. 
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Bridich: Rockies' offseason focus is offense 
GM says club will continue multi-year talks with Arenado 
Thomas Harding | MLB.com | Nov. 2nd, 2018 
 

DENVER -- Rockies general manager Jeff Bridich on Friday characterized as positive the club's relationship with third 

baseman Nolan Arenado, who can become a free agent after the 2019 season. 

 

The Rockies, who won the National League Wild Card Game over the Cubs before being swept by the Brewers in the NL 

Division Series, have several options with Arenado this offseason. 

 

After a two-year, $29.5 million contract left 2019 as a final arbitration year, the Rockies could negotiate a multi-year 

agreement with Arenado, who will turn 28 on April 16, deal strictly with the '19 season and allow him to become a free 

agent, or trade him this offseason or during next season to be assured of receiving something more than a potential MLB 

Draft pick as compensation. In a conference call with local media, Bridich said negotiations will go as forthrightly as in the 

past. 

 

"Once we made the decision to not have discussions during the season, not press the issue and keep the focus on the 

field for him, we knew that there were going to be discussions at some point this offseason, and I expect that there will 

be," Bridich said. "We've already engaged over a number of years, just kind of going back and forth, as I've hinted at or 

mentioned in the past. 

 

"They've been good conversations. They've been honest conversations, they've been adult, forthright, everything has 

been above-board that way for both sides. I would expect that to continue. It's not like there's a perfect timeline. We'd love 

to have him here. He knows that. We'll see what happens." 

 

Bridich said he'll have a better idea of what the team's specific plans are after the General Managers Meetings, which 

begin on Monday in Carlsbad, Calif. However, improving the offense in general is the top priority. 

 

"We'll keep an open mind on everything, but we'll be a little bit more focused on our offense this offseason as compared to 

last season -- we were bullpen and pitching-focused," Bridich said. "A lot remains to be seen and learned." 
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No qualifying offers 

The Rockies will not issue qualifying offers to any of the free agents who became eligible to sign with other teams on 

Friday. Key among them are right-handed reliever Adam Ottavino and second baseman DJ LeMahieu. Bridich said he 

plans to approach both on the open market. 

 

Ottavino, who turns 33 on Nov. 22, is coming off a three-year, $10.4 million contract that he signed while coming off 

Tommy John surgery. Ottavino struggled to a 5.06 ERA in 2017, but he bounced back with a 2.43 ERA -- with 112 

strikeouts in 77 2/3 innings -- in '18. 

 

"Adam understands how we feel about him," Bridich said. "We believed in him enough a number of years ago to give him 

a multi-year deal. That in itself is a huge vote of confidence, or should be, and we persevered with him through 2017. It 

was awesome to see what he did to be what he can be, and be who he is in 2018." 

 

On LeMahieu, Bridich said, "His presence on the team and his quiet leadership in the clubhouse -- all those positive 

attributes that we've talked about in the past, those are all true, and they've been important for us as we've developed into 

a playoff-relevant team over the last three seasons. We'll see how it goes." 

 

No rush on Black 

Manager Bud Black is headed into the final year of his three-year contract, which has a mutual option for 2020. Black has 

led the Rockies to the postseason each of his first two years. It's the first time the club has earned consecutive 

postseason berths. 

 

"There's a great appreciation for who Buddy is and what he's done with us here, and that's not lost on us at all," Bridich 

said. "In due time, there will be conversations to see what's best for us and for him in the future, he and his family. But all 

that being said, there are a lot of positive vibes all the way around." 

 

Late-season struggles 

When talking about the late stages of the regular season and the postseason, Bridich said, "Our team offense was 

basically MIA, and it was frustrating for everybody involved." 
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While Bridich has set a priority to address personnel, he believes the experience should aid the returning players. 

 

"It has to be a learning experience, in terms of what was going on at that time," the GM said. "The stress and some of the 

pressure that our guys were putting themselves under, it was almost like Gerardo Parra [now a free agent], in late 

September and early October, was really the only guy that had stretches of consistent, quality approaches at the plate 

and at-bat." 
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Here's what every player did in the Fall Stars Game 
Viloria's walk-off single 
Chad Thornburg, Will Boor and Mike Rosenbaum | MLB.com | Nov. 3rd, 2018 
 

Below is a recap of each player's performance from the 13th edition of the Arizona Fall League's Fall Stars Game at 

Surprise Stadium in Surprise, Ariz. on Saturday night. 

 

A number of the game's top prospects were on display, including MLB Pipeline's No. 1 overall Vladimir Guerrero Jr., as 

the West division earned a thrilling 7-6 walk-off victory over the East. 

 

Angels (East) 

Second baseman Jahmai Jones, the Angels' No. 4 prospect, started and went 0-for-3 for the East. Right-hander Brett 

Hanewich struck out all three batters he faced and touched triple digits with his fastball in a one-inning relief appearance. 

 

Astros (East) 

Astros No. 2 prospect, right-hander Forrest Whitley, started and pitched two scoreless innings. He allowed just two walks 

and struck out a better. Righty Trent Thornton (Houston's No. 24) pitched the fifth inning in relief, allowing one hit and 

striking out a pair of batters. 

 

Athletics (West) 

Luis Barrera came off the bench to play left field and had a single in two at-bats. 

 

Blue Jays (West) 

Vladimir Guerrero Jr., the top prospect in baseball, went 1-for-4, but certainly made that at-bat count as he crushed a 

double off the wall with a 117 mph exit velocity. Nate Pearson (Blue Jays' No. 4) got the start for the West and although 

he only threw one inning -- giving up one run on one hit -- he garnered plenty of attention as he hit 104 mph. Cavan Biggio 

(No. 9) went 1-for-5 and posted a 102 mph exit velocity on his single. More » 

 

Braves (West) 

Cristian Pache, the Braves' No. 6 prospect, went 1-for-2. Kyle Muller (No. 12) was credited with the hold, but gave up one 

run on two hits in his inning of work. 
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Brewers (West) 

Brewers' No. 1 prospect Keston Hiura went 0-for-2 and drove in a run via a sacrifice fly. 

 

Cardinals (West) 

Evan Kruczynski, gave up one hit over two scoreless innings. 

 

Cubs (East) 

The Cubs' No. 6 prospect Nico Hoerner played third base and went 1-for-2 at the plate. Right-hander Bailey Clark was 

tagged for two runs on three hits in 2/3 of an inning. 

 

D-backs (East) 

Arizona's top prospect Jon Duplantier allowed a run and struck out a better in one inning of relief. No. 4 Pavin Smith went 

1-for-3 with an RBI and a walk, and Daulton Varsho (D-backs No. 5) was the East's starting backstop. He went 0-for-3 

with two strikeouts. 

 

Dodgers (West) 

Keibert Ruiz (Dodgers' No. 2) made the most of his one at-bat, finishing 1-for-1 with an RBI single. Jordan Sheffield 

yielded one hit and also notched a strikeout in two-thirds of a frame. 

 

Giants (East) 

The Giants' No. 19 prospect, right-hander Melvin Adon, gave up a run on two hits and struck out a batter in one inning of 

relief. One of the hardest throwers in this year's Fall League, his fastball topped out at 102 mph in the outing. 

 

Indians (West) 

Yu Chang, the Indians' No. 6 prospect, went 1-for-2 with an RBI triple that had an exit velocity of 110 mph. 

 

Mariners (West) 

Evan White, the Mariners' No. 2 prospect, went 0-for-2. David McKay walked one and gave up a run in two-thirds of an 

inning. Wyatt Mills walked one and pitched one-third of an inning. 

Marlins (East) 
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Miami's No. 2 prospect, center fielder Monte Harrison, went 1-for-2 and contributed on the basepaths with a stolen base. 

 

Mets (East) 

The Mets' top two prospects -- No. 1 Andres Gimenez and No. 2 Peter Alonso -- were in action. Alonso plated the first run 

of the game with a solo homer that had an exit velocity of 110 mph in the first inning. The first baseman finished 1-for-2 

with three runs scored, an RBI and two walks. Gimenez went 0-for-2 with a strikeout and a throwing error. More » 

 

Nationals (East) 

Southpaw Ben Braymer struck out a batter, but issued two walks in just one-third of an inning. Shortstop Carter Kieboom, 

Washington's No. 2 prospect, went 0-for-2 with a strikeout. 

 

Orioles (West) 

Ryan McKenna (Orioles' No. 16) went 0-for-3 with a strikeout. 

 

Padres (West) 

Buddy Reed (Padres' No. 13) went 1-for-3 with a game-tying triple in the ninth and was named the game's MVP. Miguel 

Diaz struck gave up one hit in a scoreless inning. More » 

 

Phillies (East) 

Left fielder Austin Listi's three-run blast in the eighth inning put the East temporarily ahead. Listi also drove in a run on a 

groundout and committed a throwing error. 

 

Pirates (West) 

Cole Tucker, the Pirates' No. 5 prospect, went 1-for-2 and scored a run. Blake Weiman pitched two-thirds of an inning and 

gave up one run on one hit. 

 

Rangers (West) 

Demarcus Evans gave up two runs on one hit in two-thirds of an inning. 

 

Red Sox (East) 
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Third baseman Bobby Dalbec (Boston's No. 6 prospect) went 2-for-2 with a fielding error, and No. 7 Darwinzon 

Hernandez allowed a hit and struck out a batter in one-third of an inning. 

 

Rays (West) 

Lucius Fox, the Rays' No. 9 prospect, went 0-for-2 with a walk, but made some impressive plays defensively and was 

responsible for all three outs in the third inning. Matt Krook struck out the lone batter he faced. Dalton Moats picked up the 

win and threw two-thirds of an inning. 

 

Reds (East) 

The Reds' No. 2 prospect Taylor Trammell played left field and went hitless in two at-bats. No. 8 Shed Long went 0-for-2 

with a strike out and a fielding error. 

 

Rockies (East) 

Justin Lawrence, the Rockies' No. 17 prospect, was charged with a blown save he allowed two earned runs on two hits in 

the ninth inning. He operated at 95-99 mph with his heater and paired it with a late-breaking slider. 

 

Royals (West) 

Meibrys Viloria was the lone West hitter to record multiple hits, going 2-for-3 with a walk-off single. More » 

 

Tigers (East) 

Tigers No. 12 Jake Rogers came off the bench at catcher and recorded a hit and scored a run with his lone at-bat. Right 

fielder Daz Cameron (No. 8) went 0-for-2 with a run and two walks and was caught stealing. 

 

Twins (East) 

Devin Smeltzer permitted one earned run but also struck out two batters in 2/3 innings. 

White Sox (West) 

Luis Robert, the White Sox No. 4 prospect, went 0-for-4 with a pair of strikeouts. 

 

Yankees (West) 

Yankees' No. 2 prospect Estevan Florial went 1-for-1 with a triple, a walk and also scored a run. 
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Todd man out: Helton's retired number stands alone 
Rockies History: 8/17/14 
Thomas Harding | MLB.com | Nov. 3rd, 2018 
 
 
DENVER -- From pinstriped uniforms to a park built to last with a name that doesn't change every few years, the Rockies 

have always connected themselves to the history of the game -- even though their history is relatively short. That colored 

the policy when it came to retired numbers. 

 

Some teams have looser policies than the Rockies. But for Colorado, it took one special player to qualify: Todd Helton. 

 

The number, 17, worked perfectly. Helton spent his entire 17-season career with the Rockies. Fittingly, the number was 

retired in 2014 -- on Aug. 17. 

 

Otherwise, the Rockies have honored the initials "KSM" for Keli Scott McGregor, who joined the Rockies as senior 

director of operations in October 1994 and served as president of the club from 2001 until his sudden death on April 20, 

2010. 

 

Todd Helton, 1B, No. 17 

Number retired: Aug. 17, 2014 

 

Helton was chosen out of the University of Tennessee in 1995 as the fourth first-round MLB Draft pick in Rockies history -- 

and the first position player they took in the first round. Helton represented the club in five All-Star Games, won four 

Louisville Silver Slugger Awards, three Rawlings Gold Glove Awards, and in a special 2000 season took home the 

National League batting and RBI titles, and earned the NL Hank Aaron Award. Helton will forever be remembered for a 

home run off the Dodgers' Takashi Saito on Sept. 18, 2007 -- a walk-off blast in a 9-8 victory that helped propel the club 

into the playoffs and, eventually, to its only World Series appearance. 

 

The image of Helton raising both hands in triumph after the final putout of the NL Championship Series sweep of the D-

backs at Coors Field stands as a golden moment in team history. While his contributions go beyond statistics, Helton is 

the Rockies' all-time leader in wins above replacement (WAR) at 61.2 (according to Baseball Reference), games played 
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(2,247), at-bats (7,962), plus almost every significant offensive category -- such as home runs (369), RBIs (1,406) and 

total bases (4,292). 

 

Note: On April 15, 1997, the Rockies joined every team in MLB in retiring No. 42 in honor of Jackie Robinson.  
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AFL Report: Scouting prospects from the Cubs, Red Sox, Astros and more in the East Division 
Emily Waldon | TheAthletic.com | Nov 2, 2018 
 

When asked how his first year of managing in the Arizona Fall League has gone, Mesa Solar Sox manager Lou Marson 

cracked a smile. 

 

“It’s pretty awesome,” Marson told The Athletic. 

 

Not that far removed from his own days as a player, the former major league catcher, now 32, spent the 2018 regular 

season managing the Angels’ Double-A affiliate, the Mobile BayBears, which included top prospects Jahmai Jones and Jo 

Adell. 

 

A native of Scottsdale, Arizona, Marson’s home base with Mesa this fall is not even 12 miles away from his hometown. 

Based out of Sloan Park, the spring training home of the Chicago Cubs, Marson’s crew consists of players from the Red 

Sox, Cubs, Tigers, Angels and A’s farm systems. 

 

“It’s been great,” Marson said. “We have a great group of guys here. We haven’t had any issues. They seem like they 

have fun when they play. It’s been really loose and they get their work in and they have fun when the game starts. 

 

It’s about development for me in the minor leagues, especially here,” Marson continued. “We don’t want to get anybody 

hurt. Let these guys go out and play, play 90 games and let them have fun and showcase themselves to the scouts, other 

teams, everything, so it’s kind of fun.” 

 

Currently working to snap a five-game skid, Marson and his team are currently tied with Scottsdale and sit 2 games back 

from Salt River in the East Division. 

 

Here’s a dive into the first group of standouts from the East Division through Week 3. (All stats current through 

Wednesday, Oct. 31.) 

 

Salt River Rafters 

Teams: Diamondbacks | Rockies | Marlins | Twins | Nationals 
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Manager: Tommy Watkins (Twins) 

Pitcher of the Week: Jordan Yamamoto, RHP, Marlins 

1.69 ERA, 16 IP, 10 H, 3 ER, 10 BB, 20 K (4 games) 

 

With one full season in the Marlins farm system under his belt, Yamamoto served as a quarter of the return from 

Milwaukee in the trade that sent Christian Yelich to the Brewers. Yamamoto didn’t make his official debut with the Marlins 

organization until May, after beginning the season on the disabled list with a right shoulder impingement. 

 

Salt River manager Tommy Watkins, who spent 2018 managing the Twins’ Double-A affiliate in Pensacola has used the 

Fall League to get to know Yamamoto better. 

 

“I didn’t know much about him,” Watkins told The Athletic. “I know he pitched against us one game this year and he threw 

the ball really well.” 

 

Yamamoto, now back to full health, worked through three affiliates in 2018, ending the year in Double A. A 6-0, 185-pound 

right-hander, Yamamoto makes a living off his above-average curveball, flashing plus with late sink and according to 

FanGraphs has been known to reach an impressive 2,600 rpm. 

 

While his fastball has sat between 87-91 mph out in Arizona this fall, Watkins has been pleased with the diversity 

Yamamoto has shown so far. 

 

“I like the way he throws it over and changes speeds,” Watkins said. “That’s what I see most, is the ability to throw every 

pitch over for strikes, whenever he wants to.” 

 

Rated as a Top-20 arm in the Marlins system by both FanGraphs and MLB Pipeline, Yamamoto has impressed through 

four outings, despite a team-high 10 walks. The 22-year-old carries enough deception for the Marlins to have some fun 

ingredients to work with in 2019. 

 

Player of the Week: Tyler Nevin, 1B, Rockies 

37 AB, 17 H, 8 R, 2 2B, 3 3B, 17 RBI (10 games) 
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One of the biggest challenges for Tyler Nevin since the start of his career has simply been to get healthy and stay that 

way. Nevin, the Rockies’ CBA pick in 2015 and the son of former major-leaguer Phil Nevin, was limited to one game in 

2016 after suffering a hamstring injury during spring training. 

 

In addition to battling a wrist injury, Nevin, now 21, ping-ponged on and off the DL between 2016 and June of 2018, finally 

finishing out the year with High-A Lancaster. 

 

With Nevin’s health issues seemingly behind him, Watkins has liked the production he’s seen from his first baseman 

through the first few weeks with Salt River. 

 

“(Tyler) has been fun to watch, you know, all these guys have been fun to watch,” Watkins said. “He’s been a really good 

hitter for us. He uses the whole field and shows power to all fields.” 

 

At 6-4, 200 pounds, Nevin has above-average raw power, finding more success through his hand-eye coordination and 

his ability to read pitches than the muscle in his swing. According to scouts in Arizona, Nevin doesn’t project to add much 

more in the way of power, but his instincts and recognition still have him poised to add value going into 2019. 

 

Mesa Solar Sox 

Teams: Red Sox | Cubs | Tigers | Angels | A’s 

Manager: Lou Marson (Angels) 

Pitcher of the Week: Darwinzon Hernandez, LHP, Red Sox 

2.00 ERA, 9 IP, 6 H, 2 ER, 5 BB, 18 K (6 games) 

 

With a $7,500 price tag, Darwinzon Hernandez is surfacing as a bit of a steal for the Red Sox. The 21-year-old has started 

to master his plus-plus arm since first signing with Boston out of Venezuela in 2013. 

 

Hernandez carries the type of velocity that teams are looking for, with his fastball tipping 98 mph and a three-pitch 

offspeed mix that is still coming into its own. 
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Mesa manager Lou Marson didn’t have any personal experience with Hernandez prior to the Fall League, but he’s bought 

into the skill set of the young pitcher. 

 

“A lot of these guys, I never came across in minor league baseball, but I like what I’ve seen in Hernandez so far,” Marson 

said. “He’s got electric stuff. He’s not too far away from being in a big-league bullpen. Hopefully, it’s with Boston, for their 

sake.” 

 

While the 6-2, 245-pound lefty has an easy time attacking the strike zone, Marson and his staff are taking advantage of 

their time with Hernandez to iron out some wrinkles. 

 

“Sometimes he’s had a little bit of an issue with the command, but with guys with high velocity, it tends to happen,” 

Marson said. “I like him a lot. He’s been consistent all fall. I mean, he’s come out and pounded the strike zone. He’s got a 

very good slider for an out pitch and he’s done well.” 

 

Hernandez has worked scoreless in four of his six outings this fall with Mesa, allowing one earned run over his last three 

appearances. 

 

Player of the Week: Nico Hoerner, SS, Cubs 

60 AB, 21 H, 7 R, 2 2B, 1 3B, HR, 8 RBI (14 games) 

 

With their top pick for 2018, the Chicago Cubs opted for the bat of Stanford University shortstop Nico Hoerner and it 

hasn’t taken long this fall season to see what made him so attractive. 

 

“I like him a lot,” Lou Marson said. “To be honest, he’s my favorite player on this team.” 

 

The 6-1 shortstop jumped three levels in his first summer with the Cubs organization, ending the year with Class-A South 

Bend. 

 

Although he wasn’t known for home run power in college — hitting a total of 10 dingers over his three-year career in the 

Pac-12 — he’s shown some raw pop at the plate since arriving in Mesa. 
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With speed as his selling tool, Hoerner makes good use of his body and his defense has caught Marson’s attention. 

 

“He’s a very good shortstop,” Marson said. “He makes all the routine plays and has great back speed. The Cubs have a 

good player. I think that I see him moving through the system very quickly, especially as a college guy. Great kid, works 

hard. His instincts on the bases are unbelievable as well.” 

 

“He’s an all-around player,” Marson continued. “Really falls in the dirt, stealing bases, he’s a good kid.” 

 

Scottsdale Scorpions 

Teams: Reds | Astros | Mets | Phillies | Giants 

Manager: Willie Harris (Giants) 

Pitcher of the Week: Garrett Williams, LHP, Giants 

0.60 ERA, 15 IP, 7 H, 1 ER, 6 BB, 15 K (4 games) 

 

It didn’t take long for Garrett Williams to grab attention this fall. 

 

The Oklahoma State product was originally drafted as the Padres’ 33rd-round pick in 2013, but decided to go to college 

instead. Williams struggled over his three-year career, posting a 6.08 ERA over his final season in the Big 12 conference. 

 

Selected by the Giants as their seventh-round pick in 2016, Williams has earned the title of the No. 20 prospect in the 

Giants system, according to MLB Pipeline. The lefty works with a three-pitch mix. 

 

Williams’ strongest offering is a plus curve projected to become plus-plus as he continues to polish his feel. His heater 

touches as high as 97 mph with good movement, and his changeup is still working to match pace, grading as an average 

piece. 

 

Williams, 24, has worked an impressive start to his Fall League career, currently leading the entire league in earned run 

average for pitchers with 15 or more innings pitched. 

 

Player of the Week: Abraham Toro, 3B, Astros  
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42 AB, 15 H, 11 R, 4 2B, 1 HR, 5 RBI (11 games) 

 

Although Abraham Toro’s profile isn’t particularly eye-catching outside of a plus arm, the 21-year-old Double-A infielder is 

making an early statement at the plate in Arizona. 

 

Signed out of Seminole State Jr. College as the Astros fifth-round pick in 2016, Toro, a native of Quebec, has found 

success through tweaks at the plate, including an adjustment to his lower half that added more power to his contact. 

 

Between High-A and Double-A in 2018, Toro knocked 16 home runs, a single-season career best. A switch hitter, Toro 

isn’t structured for power, but his eye has been decent despite suffering a spike in his strikeout rate when he arrived in 

Double-A. 

 

Although he’s hit just one home run in his 11 games, Toro’s offense for the fall has been promising and his 15 hits overall 

land him second on Scottsdale’s roster. He has the ingredients to work with and the added reps he’ll receive out west will 

be a valuable investment into the 21-year-old’s future. 
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Jeff Bridich On Nolan Arenado's Future 
By Connor Byrne | mlbtraderumors.com | November 3, 2018 
 

Speaking Friday with reporters – including Kyle Newman of the Denver Post – general manager Jeff Bridich revealed that 

the Rockies and Nolan Arenado have had “honest” discussions about a contract extension over the past couple years. 

Bridich added that he expects the two sides to continue talking in the coming months, and suggested the team’s unlikely 

to trade the superstar third baseman this offseason. “There’s not a perfect timeline or a specific timeline, but we’d love to 

have him here, and he knows that,” Bridich said. “We’ll see what happens … We expect him to be on our team next year.” 

Arenado has been a speculative trade candidate because he’s facing his last year of team control in 2019, when he’s 

projected to rake in a whopping $26.1MM via arbitration. But the 27-year-old is integral to the Rockies, who have earned 

two straight playoff berths and, with Arenado’s help in 2019, figure to aim for another postseason trip in what could be his 

last hurrah with the club. 
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Jeff Bridich’s track record as Rockies GM being put to the test this offeason 
Nolan Arenado’s future looms large this winter 
Patrick Saunders | DenverPost.com | November 4, 2018 
 

Rockies general manager Jeff Bridich is not a man prone to bold public pronouncements. So when he does say 

something provocative, the antenna goes up. 

 

On Friday, Bridich said: “I do believe that in 2018 we had a roster and a team that was good enough to go to the World 

Series, but there were certain opportunities in September and October that we did not take advantage of. We have 

nobody to blame but ourselves to blame for that.” 

 

He also called the 2018 season a “learning experience,” and made it clear that he believes the Rockies’ postseason 

window remains wide open, despite the potential loss via free agency of all-star second baseman DJ LeMahieu, dominant 

late-game reliever Adam Ottavino and veteran outfielder Carlos Gonzalez. 

 

In other words, the time is still now for the Rockies. 

 

Bridich said the Rockies’ primary offseason focus will be to improve an inconsistent offense, adding, “This team is not 

going to look the same in two or three months as it does right now.” 

 

Compared to other high-spending teams that love the art of the deal, the Rockies have traditionally been more of a draft-

and-develop organization. Bridich, however, discounts the notion that his front office won’t make key trades or pull off 

free-agent signings. 

 

“(Draft and development) is absolutely 100 percent of part of who we are, but if you look at our current roster, it’s a 

combination of a lot of different players who have come to the Rockies in a lot of different ways,” he said. 

 

According to according to Spotrac’s team payroll tracker, Colorado’s annual payroll has steadily climbed  during Bridich’s 

tenure. In 2015, it was $106.9 million and ranked 22nd in the majors. In 2018, it rose to $143.9 (13th). Bridich sees that 

trend continuing and said Colorado is in a place where it might be able to handle a large contract for a superstar such as 

third baseman Nolan Arenado. 
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“We intend to have responsible growth of payroll and of the overall operation,” he said. “Success begets more growth and 

that’s a great thing. We are still in that mindset. 

 

“As payroll relates to Nolan or anybody else on a large contract, I think you have to take those things as they come. We 

don’t know exactly what those contracts will look like. Whether it’s Nolan or somebody else on one of those huge 

contracts, it’s not like we automatically say no to it, by any means.” 

 

Bridich continued: “That’s my way of saying that we are going to stay open-minded, and it’s not like we categorically 

eliminate those types of situations from our future. But I do think we are appropriately cautious.” 

 

Given the opportunity that’s in front of the Rockies in 2019, it’s useful to examine what the front office has done in recent 

past. The following is an analysis of Bridich’s record and his major personnel moves during his four years as head of 

baseball operations: 

 

RAW NUMBERS 

 

Bridich is the third GM in the franchise’s 26 seasons. Here’s how he stacks up vs. the other two: 

 

— Bob Gebhard (1993-99): 

 

512-559 (.478 winning percentage) 

One playoff appearance; qualified as a wild-card team in 1995 and lost to Atlanta in the National League division series. 

— Dan O’Dowd (2000-14): 

 

1,129-1,302 (.464) 

Two playoff appearances; qualified as a wild card-team in 2007 and advance to the World Series before losing to Boston; 

qualified as a wild-card team in 2009 and lost to Philadelphia in the NLDS. 

— Bridich (2015-18): 

 

 329-320 (.507) 
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 Two playoff appearances; qualified as a wild-card team in 2017 but lost in wild-card game to Arizona; qualified as a wild-

card team in 2018, beat the Chicago Cubs in wild-card game but lost to Milwaukee in the NLDS. It marked the first time 

the Rockies qualified for the postseason in back-to-back years. 

TRADES 

 

Compared to someone like Seattle’s Jerry Dipoto, Bridich has been relatively prudent when it comes to swinging deals, 

preferring to build the Rockies through the draft and free agency. Still, he has pulled the trigger on some major trades. A 

closer look: 

 

— The “Tulo” trade: Bridich rocked the Rockies and shocked the baseball world July 28, 2015 when he traded oft-injured 

all-star shortstop Troy Tulowitzki, along with veteran reliever LaTroy Hawkins, to Toronto in exchange for pitching 

prospects Jeff Hoffman, Jesus Tinoco and Miguel Castro, as well as veteran shortstop Jose Reyes. The Rockies included 

Reyes as part of the deal in what was, essentially, a salary swap. In the long run, the Rockies saved about $50 million. 

 

It’s clear that Bridich wanted Tulo gone, but the stunning trade has yet to yield victories for the Rockies. The key piece for 

the Rockies was supposed to be Hoffman, but he remains a “4A pitcher” with a lot to prove, and he pitched only 8 ⅔ 

innings at the big-league level in 2018. Castro was a bust and was shipped out in April 2017. Tinoco, 23, has had ups and 

down in the minors, but still shows promise. He’ll likely begin the 2019 season at Triple-A Albuquerque. 

 

Reyes’ Colorado tenure lasted only 47 games. In early 2016, he was charged with domestic violence and suspended 51 

games by MLB. As soon as he was eligible to return from his suspension, the Rockies designated Reyes for assignment 

and released him. 

 

— Marquez trade: This could end up as one of the best trades in Rockies history. On Jan. 28,  2016, Colorado traded 

slugging outfield Corey Dickerson and infield prospect Kevin Padlo to Tampa Bay in exchange for hard-throwing left-

handed reliever Jake McGee and right-handed starter German Marquez. While McGee has run hot and cold out of the 

bullpen, Marquez, just 23, is an emerging star who owns some of the nastiest stuff in baseball. He set a franchise record 

with 230 strikeouts in 2018 while posting a 3.77 ERA. 

 

Dickerson, now with Pittsburgh, was an all-star in 2017 with Tampa, but it certainly looks like the Rockies won the trade. 
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— Deadline deals: With the Rockies in playoff contention over the last two seasons, Bridich did not pull off any 

earthshaking deadline trades, but he did make moves that helped Colorado down the stretch. In 2017, he made rent-a-

player deals for veteran catch Jonathon Lucroy and veteran reliever Pat Neshek. Both players were instrumental in 

Colorado’s run to playoffs. 

 

In 2018, he acquired right-hander Seunghwan Oh from Toronto. Oh helped bolster a wobbling bullpen in the second half 

of the season, and was not scored upon in 21 of his 25 appearances with Colorado. Oh is scheduled to be in the bullpen 

next season for the bargain price of $2.5 million. 

 

SIGNINGS 

 

Like any big-league team, the Rockies experience hits and misses when it comes to signing players. For example, 

Colorado twice signed veteran Mark Reynolds to one-year deals and he provided stability at first base and some power at 

the plate at a relatively cheap cost. Then again, veteran right-handed relievers Jason Motte and Chad Qualls — both 

signed in December 2015 for a combined $16 million over two years — were busts. 

 

Here’s a closer look at the major signings of the Bridich era: 

 

— The Desmond deal: The Rockies caught a lot of baseball folks by surprise, and caught a lot of flak, when they inked the 

versatile Ian Desmond to a five-year, $70 million deal on Dec. 13, 2016. After two seasons, Desmond remains a 

disappointment. If any player epitomized the Rockies’ roller-coaster offense in 2018, it was Desmond, whose 83 OPS+ 

was the lowest among Rockies regulars. (OPS+ accounts for league and park factors and sets the scale at 100 as being 

average). Plus, his  256 groundouts were third-most in the NL, and led to 17 double plays (most on the Rockies, tied for 

eighth in the NL). 

 

Desmond, however, did steal 20 bases, drive in 88 runs, hit 22 home runs and had a career-high eight triples, tied for third 

in the NL. Still, for the money Colorado has spent on Desmond, there should be more bang for the buck. 

 

— Bullpen hits and misses: Keeping in step with the recent trend in baseball, the Rockies have spent a lot of money 

shoring up their bullpen. The results have ranged from good, to bad, to disastrous. 
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In 2017, Bridich signed right-hander Greg Holland to be their closer for a contract that eventually paid Holland $13 million. 

Though his season had a bumpy finish, Holland notched 41 saves, tying the Dodgers’ Kenley Jansen for most in the NL. 

 

For the 2018 season, the Rockies inked closer Wade Davis for three years and $52 million. He responded with a 

franchise-record 43 saves, a number that led the NL. He did have a career-high six blown saves, but he was tough as 

nails most of the time. 

 

The dark side to Colorado’s search for reliable relievers was the terrible 2018 seasons of right-hander Bryan Shaw and 

McGee. Shaw signed a three-year free-agent deal for $27 million and delivered 5.93 ERA, a .313 batting average against 

and was left off the playoff roster. McGee re-signed with Colorado for three years and $27 million and finished with a 6.49 

ERA. He was also left off the playoff roster. 

 

Throw in the three-year, $19 million deal lefty Mike Dunn signed before the 2017 season, and the poor return the Rockies 

have received, and it’s clear that Bridich’s bullpen aim has not been very true. 

 

— Big-time spender: Last April, the Rockies signed all-star center fielder Charlie Blackmon to a six-year contract worth 

$108 million (including player options in 2022 and ’23). It was, by far, the biggest contract handed out during Bridich’s 

tenure and showed that Colorado will open up its checkbook. 

 

Arenado, however, is scheduled to become a free agent after the 2019 season and could command a long-term contract 

worth more than $250 million. Until something happens on that front, speculation will linger. Arenado said he expects to 

be with Rockies come spring training. Bridich agreed, but didn’t go beyond that. 

 

“There’s not a perfect timeline or a specific timeline, but we’d love to have him here, and he knows that,” Bridich said. 

“We’ll see what happens … We expect him to be on our team next year.” 
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Rockies general manager Jeff Bridich talks hot stove topics, including Nolan Arenado, the bullpen and more 
“This roster and this team is probably not going to look the same in two to three months as it does right now,” he 
said Friday. 
Kyle Newman | DenverPost.com | Nov. 4, 2018 
 

The offseason to-do list for Jeff Bridich is long and intensive. His answers on a Friday conference call with local media 

indicated as such, as the Rockies’ general manager has plenty of decisions to make as free agency begins to heat up. 

 

Here are the major topics covered by Bridich as he acknowledged that “this roster and this team is probably not going to 

look the same in two to three months as it does right now.” 

 

Nolan Arenado‘s contract status. As the club’s all-star third baseman enters the final year of his contract in 2019, Bridich 

stressed that over the past couple years there have been “honest” conversations with Arenado regarding a new contract, 

and that he expects those discussions to continue this offseason. “There’s not a perfect timeline or a specific timeline, but 

we’d love to have him here, and he knows that,” Bridich said. “We’ll see what happens … We expect him to be on our 

team next year.” 

 

Hot stove focused on offense. Whereas Colorado went on a bullpen spending spree last winter, Bridich said this year’s 

offseason acquisitions will be mostly centered around the bats. “We’ll likely be a little more focused on our offense this 

season. … A lot remains to be seen and learned at the GM meetings next week, and at the winter meetings. There’s a lot 

of conversations still to be had and more information to be gleaned before a real, true course for our offseason is 

determined.” 

 

Missed chances in 2018. Bridich said stumbles down the stretch cost the team a chance at a deeper Rocktober run. “In 

2018, I believe we had a roster and a team that was good enough to go to the World Series. There were certain 

opportunities in September and October that we didn’t take advantage of, and we have no one but ourselves to blame for 

that. We put ourselves in position multiple times to win the division and to go deeper into the playoffs, and we just did not 

capitalize on it.” 

 

Thoughts on the bullpen. The general manager also acknowledged the question marks facing the bullpen, including 

whether Bryan Shaw and Jake McGee can bounce back from atrocious campaigns and if veteran Mike Dunn will also 

return to form when healthy. “Bullpens are rarely exactly as good, bad or consistent as you think they’re going to be,” 
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Bridich said. “It can be a very volatile piece of your team.” He’s confident Chris Rusin will return to his stellar 2017 form, 

while McGee “has taken some steps” and Shaw “has got to figure it out, and we have to help him figure it out.” 

Additionally, Bridich reiterated the Rockies expect Seunghwan Oh back, as he automatically vested his 2019 option with 

the Rockies by reaching 70 games in 2018. 

 

No qualifying offers. As expected, Colorado won’t be extending qualifying offers to DJ LeMahieu, Adam Ottavino or Carlos 

Gonzalez. The qualifying offer amount this year is $17.9 million, and had the Rockies offered it and it been declined, 

Colorado would’ve been entitled to draft pick compensation from whatever team the player signed with. But the qualifying 

offer (which is the mean salary of the league’s 125 highest-paid players) was much more than the 2018 salaries of 

LeMahieu ($8.5 million), Ottavino ($7) and Gonzalez ($5). 

 

Blackmon, Desmond positions. After a 2018 season in center field that was sub-par by nearly every defensive 

sabermetric, Bridich said “it’s possible” that Charlie Blackmon would move to one of the corner outfield spots in 2019. That 

conversation with Blackmon has not yet been had, however. Meanwhile the general manager also said it’s “in the realm of 

possibility” that Ian Desmond would play somewhere else other than first base next year, where the Rockies also feature 

young slugger Ryan McMahon. 
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Rockies’ Nolan Arenado and DJ LeMahieu snare Gold Glove awards 
Arenado becomes the most-decorated fielder in Colorado history 
Patrick Saunders | DenverPost.com | Nov. 4, 2018 
 

All of that glitter at the hot corner turned into another Gold Glove for Nolan Arenado. 

 

The Rockies’ third baseman won his sixth consecutive National League Gold Glove on Sunday night, extending the 

historic start to his career. He entered the 2018 season as the first infielder in big-league history to begin his career with 

five straight Gold Gloves. Now that number is six — and counting. 

 

Arenado, just 27, is now the most-decorated fielder in Colorado history, surpassing outfielder Larry Walker, who snared 

five Gold Gloves (1997, ’98, ’99, 2001, ’02). 

 

“It’s an amazing feeling, and I think God for what’s happened to me so far,” Arenado said. “I love fielding, and I love 

working on it. There are a lot of really good third basemen, so this feels really good.” 

 

His streak of six consecutive Gold Gloves to begin his career is the second-longest streak in history, trailing only Ichiro 

Suzuki’s streak of 10 straight to begin his major-league career. 

 

Ever-steady second baseman DJ LeMahieu, who is now a free agent, won his third Gold Glove in a Rockies uniform. 

LeMahieu led all NL second basemen with a .993 fielding percentage, an .859 zone rating and 18 runs saved. 

 

“I was really excited, and a little surprised, when I found out,” LeMahieu said. “There are some really good second 

basemen in our league, and I was hurt this year, going on the DL (disabled list) three times, but I’m thrilled.” 

 

LeMahieu beat out the Cubs’ Javier Baez and the Cardinals’ Kolten Wong. 

 

At 6-foot-4, LeMahieu is one of the tallest second basemen in major-league history, but he’s cougar-quick and always 

seems to be at the right place at the right time. He became the fifth player in franchise history to win at least three Gold 

Gloves, joining Arenado, Walker, Carlos González and Todd Helton. LeMahieu’s three Gold Gloves are the most by a 

middle infielder in franchise history. 
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“I love playing defense, and it comes a little bit easier for me than offense,” LeMahieu said with a laugh, perhaps forgetting 

the fact that he won the 2016 NL batting title with a .348 average. “I love making plays at second and helping our pitchers 

out.” 

 

Arenado beat out finalists Anthony Rendon of the Nationals and the Brewers’ Travis Shaw to win the award. Arenado 

played with a sore right shoulder for the final month of the season and into the postseason. 

 

“The Rockies’ trainers deserve a lot of credit for helping me and working on my shoulder to get me on the field and 

compete this year,” Arenado said. “They help every year, but this year was tough physically, and they really made my life 

much easier. Much love to them.” 

 

He also thanked the Rockies’ coaches, singling out Stu Cole, for helping him win the award. Arenado led the NL with 426 

totals chances, 103 putouts, 309 assists and 44 double plays. He ranked second with a .967 fielding percentage and third 

with a .792 zone rating. 

“I also want to thank my teammates for always being there and for pushing me,” Arenado added. 

 

Arenado is now tied with Buddy Bell and Eric Chavez for the third longest Gold Glove streak by any third baseman. Hall of 

Famer Brooks Robinson holds the record, winning an astonishing 16 consecutive awards. 

 

The Gold Glove is determined by a combination of votes submitted by major-league managers and coaches, as well as 

sabermetric index provided by Society for American Baseball Research (SABR). The SABR vote counts for 25 percent of 

the vote. 
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Nolan Arenado: Good as Gold at Third Base x Six 
Tracy Ringolsby | InsidetheSeams.com | Nov. 4, 2018 
 

Consecutive GG   

Rookie Season On No. Years 

Johnny Bench, c 10 1968-77 

Ichiro Suzuki, of  10 2001-10 

Nolan Arenado, 3b 6 2013-2018 

Charles Johnson, c 4 1995-1998 

Frank Malzone, 3b 3 1957-59 

Ken Hubbs, 2b  1 1962 

Carlton Fisk, c  1 1972 

Sandy Alomar, Jr., c 1 1990 

*Tommy Agee, of 1 1966 

x   

*-Also won GG 1970  

Nolan Arenado makes playing third base look easy. 

 

It isn’t. 

 

On Sunday night, Arenado became only the third player and first infielder in history to win a Gold Glove in his first six big-

league seasons, a growing tribute to the determination and focus that allowed Arenado to become one of the game’s 

premiere players. 

 

Arenado was joined among the NL Gold Glove winners by teammate DJ LeMahieu, selected for the award as a second 

baseman for the third time, and former Rockies teammate Corey Dickerson, who went from a DH in Tampa who was non-

tendered last off-season to signing with the Pirates and being voted the best left fielder in the NL by managers and 

coaches in 2018. 
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Only Hall of Fame catcher Johnny Bench, a Gold Glove winner his first 10 seasons with the Reds, and outfielder Ichiro 

Suzuki, who won the award his first 10 seasons after coming to the Mariners from Japan, began a career with more Gold 

Glove Awards than Arenado. 

 

Like Bench, Arenado was a second-round draft choice, and like Bench, Arenado well could have become a catcher. 

 

Rockies scouting director Bill Schmidt is quick to point out the Rockies did not envision Arenado as an everyday third 

baseman, much less an annual all-star and Gold Glove winner. 

 

“He was a bit chunky, but he had a strong arm, and (crosschecker) Ty Coslow would talk about never seeing him mis-hit a 

ball,” Schmidt said. “He didn’t necessarily hit balls over the fence, but he never mis-hit one. We thought he might be a 

catcher.” 

 

Arenado knew that. However, he also knew the Rockies were going to let him play third base initially. And he knew it was 

up to him to prove he could play the position. 

 

“I was willing (to convert to catcher), but it wasn’t what my heart wanted to do,” Arenado said. “I was willing to do it 

because it was going to get me drafted higher and give me a chance to play pro ball. 

 

“I always believed I could play in the infield, but I was a little slow and I could see why teams had questions. I was a little 

out of shape, too.” 

 

Gabe Bauer, the Rockies’ director of physical performance who was working at the minor league level at the time, was 

there to provide Arenado guidance. 

 

“He was telling me I was going to get moved (to catcher) if I didn’t get in shape,” Arenado said. “I lost 20 pounds that first 

offseason. I came back lean and ready to go.” 

 

When Arenado reached high Class A Modesto in 2011, Nuts manager Jerry Weinstein told the Rockies they needed to 

leave him at third. 
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“We worked early almost every day,” Arenado said. “It didn’t matter if we had a late bus ride the night before. Every day 

we had an early workout at 1 p.m. Then we had batting practice, some drills again, then play the game. He gave me the 

push on those days I didn’t want to work. He wouldn’t let me slack off.” 

 

It is a lesson Arenado learned well. His work ethic today is stronger than ever. 

 

Most Gold Gloves  

Third Baseman  No. 

Brooks Robinson 16 

Mike Schmidt  10 

Scott Rolen  8 

Nolan Arenado  6 

Buddy Bell  6 

Robin Ventura  6 

Adrian Beltre  5 

Ken Boyer  5 

Doug Rader  5 

Ron Santo  5 

Even with six Gold Gloves, three Silver Sluggers and five All-Star Game appearances, Arenado isn’t satisfied. 

 

“It’s never-ending work,” he said. “I don’t want to let up. You could get lazy out here. I think the older you get, the more 

you have to keep on it. So I always try to do my drills, and do them the same way I did my rookie year.” 

 

And just like his rookie year, when he was called up four weeks into the 2013 season, he is still winning Gold Gloves. 

 

It took Dickerson longer to make the statement with his defense, which only added to his feeling of satisfaction in being 

honored along with Arenado and LeMahieu, his former teammates, on Sunday night. 

 

Dickerson could always hit, but in the sizable left field at Coors Field, he was challenged, which prompted the Rockies to 

deal him to Tampa Bay, along with minor league third baseman Kevin Padlo, in January 2016 for right-handed starting 
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pitcher German Marquez, and left-handed reliever Jake McGee. Primarily a DH in Tampa, he came into the 2018 season 

eight a minus eight defensive runs saved rating in left field. 

 

In Pittsburgh, however, his runs saved rating was plus 16. 

 

And the Gold Glove voters agreed.  

 

“My whole career I have been told I only can hit, never play defense,” said Dickerson. “ 

 “This is very satisfying.” 

 

Dickerson said his confidence began to build when he joined the Pirates last spring. 

 

“Neal (Huntington, Pirates general manager) and Clint (Hurdle, manager) told me I was going to play every day, and not 

be double-switched (out of the game) anymore,” said Dickerson. “I was able to go out and player every day and really 

gain confidence.” 

 

Dickerson said the ultimate sign of the confidence the Pirates had in him was when he was put into a game defensively as 

part of a double situation. 

 

“That’s never happened to your before, has it,” Dickerson remembered Hurdle saying to him. “That’s how much 

confidence I have in you.” 

 

LeMahieu had to answer his skeptics, too. When former general manager Dan O’Dowd decided that LeMahieu should get 

a shot a playing second base, the doubters said at 6-foot-3 he was too tall.  

 

LeMahieu became only the second player 6-foot-3 are taller to play more than 100 games at second base in Major 

League history, joining High Pockets Kelly, a Hall of Fame first baseman, who started 107 games at second base in 1925, 

when Frankie Frisch, also a Hall of Famer, filled in at third baseman for 43 starts, and shortstop for 36, in addition to 41 

starts at second base. 
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Nobody questions LeMahieu’s ability to play second baseman anymore. Same goes for Arenado at third base and 

Dickerson in left field. 

 

2018 AL Gold Glove Winners  2018 NL Gold Glove Winners 

1B Matt Olson, A's (1st)  1b (tie) Anthony Rizzo, Cubs (2nd) 

2B Ian Kinsler, Red Sox (2nd)  Freddie Freeman, Braves (1st) 

3B Matt Chapman, A's (1st)  2B DJ LeMahieu, Rockies (3rd) 

SS Andrelton Simmons, Angels (4th)  3B Nolan Arenado, Rockies (6th) 

LF Alex Gordon, Royals (6th)  SS Nick Ahmed, Diamondbacks (1st) 

CF Jackie Bradley, Red Sox (1st)  LF Corey Dickson, Pirates (1st) 

RF Mookie Betts, Red Sox (3rd)  CF Ender Inciarte, Braves (3rd) 

C Salvador Perez, Royals (5)  RF Nick Markakis, Braves (1st) 

P Dallas Keukel, Astros (4)  C Yadier Molina, Cardinals (9th) 

P Zack Greinke, Diamondbacks (5th) 
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What's On Deck With Rockies This Off-Season 
Tracy Ringolsby | InsidetheSeams.com | Nov. 4, 2018 
 

Now that the Boston Red Sox have laid claim to the world championship, and pending free agents have officially filed to 

test the open market, the baseball off-season has officially begun. 

 

The game’s general managers will gather in Carlsbad, Ca., beginning on Monday, where they will have sessions 

discussing the state of the game, handling of arbitration cases, and a vision of what is on the horizon. 

 

More importantly, however, when they are outside the meeting room, they will mingle, not only with their counterparts but 

also the plethora of agents who will be hanging around, looking to lay the groundwork for the off-season moves. 

 

That includes Rockies general manager Jeff Bridich, who has seen the Rockies advance to the post-season in back-to-

back seasons for the first time in franchise history, but by his own admission they came up shy of expectations when they 

were swept by the Brewers in the NL Division Series. 

 

 “I do believe that in 2018 we had a roster and a team that was good enough to go to the World Series, but there were 

certain opportunities in September and October that we did not take advantage of,” Bridich said in a conference call with 

media members on Friday. “We have nobody to blame but ourselves to blame for that.” 

 

So what’s on the winter agenda? 

 

THIRD IS FIRST 

The Rockies control Nolan Arenado for another season, although he will have the leverage of arbitration this off-season 

and could conceivably surpass the $23 million deal Josh Donaldson signed with the Blue Jays a year ago, which set a 

record for a one-year deal given to a player with arbitration eligibility. 

 

The Rockies show no signs of being in a hurry to move Arenado, and Arenado has said he expects to be with the team 

next spring. Beyond that? The Rockies won’t be cheap in their bidding, but they aren’t likely to break records, either, so it 

could come down to whether remaining with the Rockies or getting the biggest deal possible becomes a lure for Arenado. 
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The Rockies did establish a model for compromise with pending free agents last spring with the signing of Charlie 

Blackmon to a deal that has sizable salaries in the final two years, but gives Blackmon the ability to opt out if he wants to 

test free agency.  

 

“We are pretty realistic and pragmatic as an organization,” said Bridich. “We understand what could happen. We are 

focused on Nolan being here, with us, and competing for the plays again, competing for the NL West title like we did last 

year. That’s part of our short-term vision.”   

 

JUMP START THE OFFENSE 

Try this on for size. The Rockies finished the 162-game scheduled tied with the Dodgers for first-place in the NL West, 

and then lost a Game 163 to wind up a wild-card. They did that despite arguably the worst offense in franchise history.  

 

Not only did they hit a franchise-worst .256 with the second lowest on-base percentage in franchise history (.322) and a 

.435 slugging percentage, which was the 10th lowest in the 26 years of Rockies existence, but for the first time ever the 

Rockies did not have a .300 hitter. 

 

In the previous 25 years, they had 61 seasons in which a player hit .300, including five in 1996, and four each in 1997, 

1998, 2001 and 2006. 

 

“We have very talented, young players, and their level of talent is not lost on us, but being a playoff team and having 

those expectations. …,” said Bridich. “Hopefully these young players are improving and helping us win games int he 

future, but it is tough to predict now, at the beginning of free agency.” 

 

SECOND THOUGHTS 

DJ LeMahieu became a free agent last week. The Rockies do have in-house options with prospects Garrett Hampson and 

possibly even Ryan McMahon, who was signed as a third baseman, has seen extensive duty at first base recently, and 

has played some second base. 

 

Having those options actually allows them to wait and watch the LeMahieu situation, as opposed to a year ago when they 

quickly signed catcher Chris Iannetta after Jonathan Lucroy’s new agent made an initial contract proposal of five years for 
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$60 million. Iannetta was the only other proven big-league catcher on the market, and the Rockies didn’t want to find 

themselves in a position come February where they had no option. 

 

Now, they have very real options with Hampson and McMahon, and the fact Brendan Rodgers, the organization’s No. 1 

prospect, is most likely less than a year away from the big leagues. So this time they can afford to stay in touch with 

LeMahieu, monitor the market, and make an eventual run at re-signing LeMahieu. 

 

“His presence on the team and quiet leadership in the clubhouse, all those positive attributes we have talked about in the 

past are true,” said Bridich. “They have been important to us as we developed into a playoff relevant team.” 

 

CENTER OF ATTENTION 

Rockies Free Agents 

(service time) Projected Salary 

Nolan Arenado (5.155) – $26.1MM 

Trevor Story (3.000) – $6.4MM 

Chad Bettis (4.096) – $3.2MM 

Jon Gray (3.062) – $3.2MM 

Tyler Anderson (3.065) – $2.9MM 

Chris Rusin (4.092) – $1.7MM 

Scott Oberg (3.063) – $1.2MM 

Tony Wolters (2.161) – $1.1MM 

With Carlos Gonzalez and Gerardo Parra filed for free agency, Charlie Blackmon is the one established incumbent 

outfielder. Now, that doesn’t mean the Rockies couldn’t re-sign Gonzalez, who agreed to a $5 million base salary in the 

middle of spring training a year ago or even Parra, who the Rockies could have interest in, but not for the $12 million 

figure in the option they declined, choosing instead to pay a $1.5 million buyout. 

 

In addition to Blackmon, the Rockies do return David Dahl, who split time between the big-leagues and Triple-A 

Albuquerque, but in the final months of the season showed the potential the Rockies envisioned when the Rockies 

selected him 10th overall in the 2012 draft. He has the tools to be the most complete player in franchise history, and the 
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skill set to move into center field. Blackmon became a target for the metrics folks in 2018 as far as center fielders go, but 

has plenty of offense to move to a corner. 

 

With the top four outfielders a year ago all left-handed hitters, the Rockies would benefit from better balance, and could 

have an in-house answer by moving Ian Desmond from first base back to the outfield, where he was impressive for the 

Rangers in 2016 and the Rockies in 2017. And they do have McMahon, who could step in at first base. 

 

The Rockies do have intriguing outfield prospects who could be ready, but Raimel Tapia, Sam Hilliard, Mike Tauchman 

and Jordan Patterson are all left-handed hitters. 

 

CATCHING ON 

The Rockies would like to provide a lift to their catching corps, but that’s easier said than done. Marlins catcher J.T. 

Realmuto became the hot topic for fans of teams in need of catching — and there are plenty of them — when his agent 

said Realmuto wouldn’t sign a long-term deal with the Marlins, and predicted he would not be with the team by the start of 

spring training. 

 

Maybe, but Realmuto is going to carry a very high cost, particularly if he is dealt this off-season. Consider that when 

teams were looking for help before the trading deadline last year, the only player on the Marlins roster considered 

untouchable was Realmuto. Also consider that it’s not like Realmuto is expected to break the bank in arbitration — the 

projected salary is $6.1 million, according to Trade Rumors. What’s more, Realmuto is not a free agent in waiting. The 

Marlins control him for two more years, and who knows what he might decide about staying with the Marlins between now 

and, say, July of 2020. 

 

Hey, Lucroy is a free agent again, and after last year, there most likely will be a more realistic expectation on his part in 

terms of what his market value will be.  

 

RELIEF IN SIGHT 

The Rockies major move last off-season was to strengthen the late-inning bullpen situation by signing three year deals 

with Wade Davis, Jake McGee and Bryan Shaw. Davis had a handful of ugly outings, but did lead the NL in saves. 

McGee and Shaw, however, struggled. The Rockies salvation was the fact Adam Ottavino, a free agent this off-season, 
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rebounded from a coyote ugly 2017 to provide dominant eighth-inning work, and Scott Oberg made the anticipated 

emergence as a bullpen handyman. 

 

History, however, would tell the Rockies not to panic. McGee and Shaw have enough of a track record of success the 

odds are they will rebound in 2019, much like Ottavino did last year. The Rockies also have a club-friendly, $2.5 million 

contract with trade-deadline addition Seunghwan Oh, who is expected to be in the seventh- or eighth-inning role in 2019. 

 

IN THE DUGOUT 

Manager Bud Black signed a three-year guarantee when he was hired by the Rockies, and in the first two years has taken 

the team to the post-season both times. He has been a good fit with the front office, and his ability to handle pitching, 

along with his confidence in pitching coach Steve Foster and bullpen coach Darren Holmes, has underscored that he is a 

good fit for the franchise. 

 

There, however, is not an urgent deadline. There is a mutual option in the contract for 2020, which gives both sides time 

to work out details on a deal that could be completed before the end of spring training, if not sooner, but won’t create 

panic if the season opens with Black still working under terms of his current deal. 

 

The elephant in the corner is the status of hitting coach Duane Espy and assistant hitting coach Jeff Salazar. Do they 

become the victims of the sub-par offensive play of the Rockies last season, or are Bridich and Black still confident the 

Espy/Salazar combination can help the offense rebound? 
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Once a difference maker, Rockies need to move on from D.J. LeMahieu 
Luke Zahlmann | MileHighSports.com | November 4, 2018 
 

Swallowing the loss of a franchise mainstay is a difficult proposition. D.J. LeMahieu has seen his Colorado Rockies career 

reach an impasse, and there’s only one solution. 

 

LeMahieu has spent nearly all of his eight-year major league career donning a Rockies jersey. With a pair of Gold Gloves 

and All-Star appearances, a 2016 Batting Title to boot, LeMahieu has been a cornerstone piece. His value, though 

worthwhile in his seven seasons, is overstated in regards of a new contract. 

 

Despite his career .350 on-base percentage, LeMahieu has held substantially more sentimental value than actual value at 

the plate, especially in recent memory. 

 

In an injury-shortened season last year, LeMahieu was a shell of himself. After a 2017 season that saw the middle 

infielder slash a healthy .348/.417/.409, his numbers shrank. Seeing a vast majority of his plate appearances in one of the 

top two spots in the Rockies’ order, LeMahieu stunted that batting order for much of the year. 

 

From his top-of-the-order position in 2018, LeMahieu accrued a mere .276/.321/.428 in 581 appearances. Though still 

near league average, the “Coors Field” effect struck LeMahieu hard. 

 

On the road, LeMahieu hit a dismal .229/.277/.422. The power was comparable, but the general numbers left much to be 

desired. 

 

Now a free agent, the Rockies would be wise to let the second baseman walk. 

 

On the open market, LeMahieu figures to see an offer along the lines of former Tampa Bay Rays and now Chicago Cubs 

utility man, Ben Zobrist. Zobrist signed with the Cubs on a 4-year deal worth up to $56 million in the 2016 offseason. 

 

At a clip of over $10 million per year, Zobrist has served as the Cubs bat off the bench, making his way into the batting 

order several times. Though Zobrist was five years older than LeMahieu when he signed that deal, he also possessed 

more versatility in the field, with a better bat to boot. 
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In the season prior to his latest deal, Zobrist slashed .276/.359/.450 while splitting time between the Oakland Athletics and 

Kansas City Royals. Those numbers surpass LeMahieu’s line last year, with the aforementioned versatility as well. 

 

Taking inflation of contracts into account, LeMahieu figures to sign for roughly $12-14 million per year, with the years 

being low due to a propensity in the league to avoid large contracts in recent offseasons. 

 

With prospects Garrett Hampson and projected star Brendan Rodgers set to garner playing time with the big league club 

next year, LeMahieu is not worth that figure to the Rockies. Add on the fact that Nolan Arenado is set to become a free 

agent in 2019, it forces the franchise to mind their spending until next offseason. 

 

Hampson, in limited appearances for the Rockies last year, performed adequately. Called up on Jul. 21 due to a 

LeMahieu injury, Hampson accrued 48 plate appearances across 24 games, slashing .275/.396/.400 in his time. Small 

sample size be damned, Hampson was able to show he can hang with the big leaguers. 

 

Rodgers on the other hand, once pegged to be the future star shortstop of the club, has been forced to transition to 

second with the transcendence of Trevor Story. Rodgers, a consensus top-25 prospect in the league, fell prey to an 

increased level of competition last year. 

 

Splitting his time between Double-A Hartford and Triple-A Albuquerque, at only 21 years old, Rodgers hit a respectable 

.268/.330/.460 over 474 appearances. Though the infielder was able to survive the likes of heightened competition, he 

figures to be behind Hampson in the pecking order. 

 

With Hampson ready to fill in at second and Rodgers on his heels, the Rockies have no room to roster LeMahieu for 

multiple years. Their needs are elsewhere.  

 

At first base, catcher and in the bullpen, for instance. With Ian Desmond sitting bottom-five in the National League in 

slugging and dead last in on-base percentage, the money would be better spent improving their first base situation. 
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Using the projected LeMahieu funds to go after a short-term deal with a player like Daniel Murphy, who could supplant 

Desmond, would be wiser. Super-utility man Josh Harrison also recently had his option declined, signaling another 

avenue for the Rockies. 

 

Of the various signings the Rockies could undertake, LeMahieu should not be one. 
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Colorado Rockies rumors: Could they sign Martin Maldonado? 
Kevin Henry | RoxPile.com | Nov. 4, 2018 
 

Of the top 50 free agents listed by MLBTradeRumors.com for the offseason, the Colorado Rockies are predicted to sign 

just one of them. And that signing is not exactly something that would excite Rockies fans … or help the team move 

forward, it seems. 

 

According to this article, the Colorado Rockies are predicted to sign catcher Martin Maldonado to a two-year, $8 million 

contract. While Rockies fans may be at first excited about the Rockies working to upgrade their personnel behind the 

plate, the 32-year-old Maldonado would likely not provide that much of a boost to Colorado’s offense. 

 

Last season, in 129 games split between the Los Angeles Angels and Houston Astros, Maldonado hit .225 with nine home 

runs and 44 RBI. He logged a 0.5 WAR and, as MLBTradeRumors.com says, “his value is entirely in his defense.” 

 

A defensive-minded catcher is seemingly the last thing the Rockies need if they’re looking to upgrade behind the dish. 

Colorado catchers Drew Butera, Chris Iannetta, Tom Murphy and Tony Wolters combined for a .206/.307/.349 slash line 

last season and Murphy’s 0.3 WAR led the group. 

 

Yes, Maldonado did win a Gold Glove in 2017 with the Angels and was lauded for his ability to throw out potential base 

stealers when he was dealt to the Astros last season. However, in eight big league seasons, he has a .220/.289/.350 

career slash line. 

 

As Colorado general manager Jeff Bridich alluded to in Friday’s conference call with local media members (including Rox 

Pile), the Rockies will be focusing on offense in the offseason. The disappointing showing in September and October by 

Colorado at the plate is something that simply can’t be repeated in 2019. Adding Maldonado’s bat would not give the 

Rockies an edge as they try to unseat the Los Angeles Dodgers for the National League West crown. 

 

There are other catchers out there who could help the Rockies on offense … but they will not come cheap. We talked 

about J.T. Realmuto and what a trade might look like in this article. MLBTradeRumors.com has Yasmani Grandal heading 

to the Washington Nationals on a four-year, $64 million deal. Wilson Ramos is projected to be in Houston with a three-

year, $36 million deal. 
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Those are some dollar figures the Rockies likely would not match. But does that mean they’ll spend money on a player 

who wouldn’t be a difference-maker? Let’s hope not. 
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Colorado Rockies: An important decision looms in the dugout 
Aaron Hurt | RoxPile.com | Nov. 4, 2018 
 

There is a huge name entering into his final year of his contract in 2019 that the Colorado Rockies will need to determine 

if he is to be a part of the franchise for years to come. The past two seasons, this man has led the Rockies to consecutive 

playoff appearances for the first time in franchise history. 

 

No, this isn’t about perennial All-Star and the face of the franchise, Nolan Arenado. It is the man in the dugout making all 

of the decisions. Manager Bud Black is heading into his third and final year of the contract he signed after the 2016 

season and the Colorado Rockies‘ organization need to decide on his future. 

 

The Rockies signed Bud Black in the winter of 2016 after he was fired midway through his eighth season as the manager 

of the San Diego Padres. In those seasons, he compiled a record of 649-713 with zero playoff appearances and was 

named the 2010 NL Manager of the Year. 

 

Black took over for Walt Weiss who, in his final season as Rockies’ manager, went 75-87 in the 2016 season. Black 

quickly turned around the Rockies in 2017, leading them to a 87-75 record and a Wild Card appearance where they lost to 

the Arizona Diamondbacks. 

 

This past season, Black and the Rockies took a big step forward by going 91-72, forcing a NL West tie-breaker game 

against the Los Angeles Dodgers, as well as advancing to the divisional round of the playoffs where they were 

disappointingly swept by the Milwaukee Brewers in three games. 

 

Being 31 games over .500 and leading the Rockies to consecutive playoff appearances for the first time in club history in 

his first two years and the Rockies’ skipper would likely mean Black is a lock to get a contract extension … but there have 

been some negatives. 

 

Whether it was sticking with struggling Ian Desmond, carrying three inept catchers on the roster, a lack of offense down 

the stretch or the lack of playing time for some of the organization’s promising prospects, there has been issues to be 

critical of Black. Whether or not these decisions are to blamed on him or GM Jeff Bridich is another discussion in itself, but 

the issues may have cost the Rockies their first division title if not more. 
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Speaking of Bridich, here is what he said about Black and his contract status on Friday. 

 

“It’s the last guaranteed year, but there is a mutual option on there for 2020,” Bridich said during a conference call which 

Rox Pile attended. “Because of that, we don’t feel pressed to do anything. There’s a great appreciation for who Buddy is 

and what he’s done for us here. That’s not lost on us at all. 

 

“In due time, there will be conversations to what’s best for us and for him and his family in the future. All that being said, I 

think there are a lot of positive vibes all the way around on where it stands.” 

 

But make no mistake about it, Bud Black has turned this once playoff-starved franchise into a consistent contender the 

past two seasons and could hopefully put them over the top in 2019.  Don’t be surprised if there is a contract extension in 

his future, possibly before next season begins. 
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Off-Season's Greetings! Busy Winter Opens With Fielding Awards 
Dan Schlossberg | Forbes.com | Nov. 5, 2018 
 

I have written 38 books and more than 20,000 articles about baseball 

  

The games may be finished but baseball season is far from over. 

 

Free agent season opened Saturday, fielding awards were announced Sunday, and general managers meetings – often 

laying the groundwork for trades to be completed during the Winter Meetings in Las Vegas next month – begin today in 

Carlsbad, Calif. 

 

In addition, the four major awards for achievements during the 2018 campaign will be announced on consecutive days 

next week, starting Monday with Rookies of the Year in both leagues and followed by Managers of the Year, Cy Young 

Awards, and Most Valuable Players in that order. 

 

There were only a few surprises in the voting for the Rawlings Gold Glove. For the sixth straight year, winners were 

selected by team managers and coaches in conjunction with the SABR Defensive Index, a metric designed by the Society 

for American Baseball Research. That index counts for 25 per cent of the vote. 

 

It’s no secret in big-league circles that teams that catch the ball often catch lightning in a bottle. 

 

Strong defensive play was certainly a factor in the unforeseen rise of the Atlanta Braves, who won 90 games and a 

division crown in 2018 after losing at least 90 three years in a row. 

 

The Braves were rewarded Sunday with a trio of Rawlings Gold Gloves – more than any other National League team and 

tied for tops in the majors with the World Champion Boston Red Sox. 

 

Freddie Freeman's fine fielding at first base has produced the first Gold Glove Award in his nine-year career, spent 

entirely with the Atlanta Braves. (AP Photo/Bill Kostroun) 

Atlanta winners were first baseman Freddie Freeman, who finished tied in the voting with Anthony Rizzo of the Chicago 

Cubs, and outfielders Ender Inciarte and Nick Markakis, who play center and right field, respectively. Markakis, who turns 
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35 next season, was one of two men to play the entire 162-game schedule in 2018 and made the All-Star team for the first 

time in his 14-year career. The Gold Glove, his crowning achievement, helps his current status as a free agent. 

 

Freeman, always regarded as a fine fielder, is a nine-season vet who had never won the award before, while Inciarte has 

won three in a row since coming to the Braves in a trade that also brought smooth-fielding shortstop Dansby Swanson to 

Atlanta from the Arizona Diamondbacks. Swanson, who missed the NL Division Series with a thumb injury, is a strong 

fielder whose absence hurt the Braves when backup Charlie Culberson missed a seeing-eye single by David Freese that 

drove in two runs and wiped out a 2-1 Atlanta lead. 

 

A previous Braves shortstop, Andrelton Simmons of the Los Angeles Angels, earned his fourth Gold Glove this year after 

leading the American League with 21 defensive runs saved. That gave him a comfortable margin over Francisco Lindor of 

the Cleveland Indians. 

 

The Red Sox dominated the Gold Glove voting much in the same way they dominated opponents in their 119-win season 

(108 during the regular schedule and 11 more in postseason play). 

 

Boston's Mookie Betts, a 2018 Gold Glove Award recipient, catches a fly ball by Chris Taylor during the seventh inning of 

Game 3 of the World Series baseball game on Oct. 26 in Los Angeles. (AP Photo/Elise Amendola) 

 

Outfielders Mookie Betts and Jackie Bradley, Jr. took the gold, along with second baseman Ian Kinsler, a late-season 

acquisition. Ironically, it was Kinsler’s throwing error that prolonged the only game won by the Los Angeles Dodgers 

during the World Series against Boston. The throwing error occurred in the 13th inning of a game that stretched 18 

innings, ending in a 3-2 win for the Dodgers. 

 

Betts, a strong contender for Most Valuable Player honors in the American League after his first 30/30 season, took his 

third Gold Glove, while Bradley won for the first time. 

 

Catcher Sal Perez, like Simmons, is lining up a strong of Gold Gloves on his trophy shelf. He’s won five times in the last 

six years, proving he could play even when most of his teammates were struggling. On a team that lost more than 100 
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games, Perez tied a personal peak by nailing 48 per cent of runners attempting to steal against him. He was an easy 

choice over Yan Gomes (Indians) and Martin Maldonado (Astros). 

 

Another Royal winner was leftfielder Alex Gordon, who took his second straight Gold Glove and sixth in his career. After 

leading all major-league leftfielders with 18 defensive runs scored, he beat out Brett Gardner (Yankees) and Andrew 

Benintendi (Red Sox) for the trophy. 

 

Perez may someday catch National League colleague Yadier Molina (Cardinals), who won his ninth Gold Glove this year. 

He won eight in a row from 2006-2015. 

 

Like the Braves and Red Sox, the Oakland A’s kept on playing after their final date of the regular schedule. Stellar 

defense at the infield corners helped a motley crew of starting pitchers all the way to the wild-card qualifying game against 

the Yankees. The young A’s won 97 games and now have two Gold Gloves to show off: for first baseman Matt Olson and 

third baseman Matt Chapman. Both are first-time winners but the latter might add another exclamation point to his 

season; he led he majors with 29 defensive runs saved and could take the Platinum Glove given to the best defensive 

player of the year. 

 

Olson beat out Mitch Moreland, yet another strong Boston defender, and Toronto’s Justin Smoak, while Chapman beat 

All-Star Game MVP Alex Bregman and MVP candidate Jose Ramirez, Cleveland’s 30/30 performer. 

 

The Colorado Rockies rode to the playoffs with a pair of Gold Glove infielders: third baseman Nolan Arenado, who won 

his sixth straight, and second baseman DJ LeMahieu, who got his third overall but second in succession. Arenado was a 

high school teammate of Chapman’s in California. 

 

Ironically, one of Arenado’s challengers for the award was Milwaukee’s Travis Shaw, who spent the second half of the 

second bouncing around the other infield positions because the team had traded for Royals third baseman Mike 

Moustakas. 

 

Other National League winners in 2018 were shortstop Nick Ahmed and pitcher Zack Greinke, both of the Arizona 

Diamondbacks, and Pittsburgh Pirates leftfielder Corey Dickerson. Greinke has now won the trophy five years in a row. 
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Slick-fielding American League pitcher Dallas Keuchel, like Greinke, has also monopolized the honor in recent seasons. 

The Houston lefty, now a free agent, has won four Gold Gloves in the last five years. 

 

An oddity of this year’s voting was the inclusion of Adam Duvall, who played sparingly for the Braves after he was traded 

away by the Reds in July. He led NL leftfielders in defensive runs saved even though he basically played half a season. 

Yet he and likely NL MVP Christian Yelich of the Milwaukee Brewers were runners-up to Dickerson in the voting at their 

position. 

 

Fans can vote for the 2018 Platinum Glove Awards, honoring the best fielder in each league, at www.Rawlings.com. 

Voting ends Wednesday, with the winners announced Friday at the Rawlings Gold Glove Awards banquet in New York. 

 

Since four of the Gold Glove winners are now free agents, they now have increased ammunition for future contract 

negotiations. That group consists of LeMahieu, Markakis, Kinsler, and Keuchel. 

 

The Houston Astros and the fewest errors (63) ad the highest fielding percentage (.989, tied with the Washington 

Nationals) in the majors in 2018. The worst-fielding teams were the Philadelphia Phillies (.979) and – despite the heroics 

of Molina, Kolten Wong, and Harrison Bader – the St. Louis Cardinals (.976, 133 errors). 

 

Wong, a diminutive second baseman, was one of four players to win a 2018 award from The Fielding Bible without wining 

a Gold Glove. The others were catcher Jeff Mathis, centerfielder Lorenzo Cain, and multi-position player Javy Baez. 

Published by Baseball Info Solutions in conjunction with ACTA Sports, The Fielding Bible recognizes one player at each 

position rather than one in each league. Its 12 voters consider Defensive Runs Saved and other metrics but also involve 

human observation and opinion. 

Three Gold Glove winners – Olson, Chapman, and Greinke – were first-time winners in The Fielding Bible competition, 

which Simmons won for the sixth consecutive year. A growing number of baseball historians, including this columnist, 

believe his spectacular defense will follow the footsteps of Ozzie Smith to the Baseball Hall of Fame. 

 

As Billy Ball, Whitey Ball, and the Dodgers of the ‘60s proved, the best offense is a good defense. 


